Chapter 11

I ndigenous Groups and American Democracy:

Substantive Approaches to Cultural Pluralism
Rebecca Tsosie

Indigenous peoples pose a significant challenge to liberal democracies, such
as the"United States, which are supposedly founded on principles of tolera
tion for pluralism and equality of citizenship. Many contemporary political
scholars have considered the issues of recognition that arise in multicultural
societies and have queried whether basic liberal principles of equality of cit
izenship in fact protect the interests of racial and ethnic minorities. l Indige
nous peoples are generally pointed to as an example of a group that requires
"special rights" as a means of protection. Yet many citizens remain uncon
vinced that special rights are necessary for ethnic groups, given the fact that
they already possess equal rights of citizenship under the Constitution. Mul
ticulturalists, however, argue that the national constitution that serves
majority citizens so well often fails to take account of the differences that
exist among minorities and thus treats their interests as subordinate to the
uniform goals that are defined by the dominant society.
This chapter discusses liberal and multicultural approaches to the "pol
itics of recognition,"2 focusing on the struggles of indigenous peoples for
cultural survival and arguing that indigenous peoples have a unique status
within American democracy.
The Importance of Indigenous Group Identity

Identity forms a starting point for the discussion of why cultural survival is so
important to indigenous peoples and other minority cultural groups. What
is indigenous group identity, and why does it matter in the politics of recog
nition? Tribal identity is both socially and politically constructed. Although
Indian people view tribal sovereignty and rights to self-determination as
critical means to preserving cultural identity, federal legislation often treats
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tribes collectively as "Indians" entitled to special protections. J Indeed, the
law has been a powerful external influence on American Indian political
identity. Domestic law defined the groups entitled to establish a treaty and
"trust" relationship with the United States, while contemporary interna
tional concepts of "indigenous rights" tend to "encourage the formation of
coalition groups that cross tribal lines," thereby focusing "a sense of politi
cal identity beyond the individual's tribe."4
The status of Indian tribes is unique among ethnic or cultural minori
ties because of their separate governmental status within domestic and
international law. The tribes are separate nations that were resident upon
the soil when the Europeans landed, entered treaties with the European
sovereigns, and continue to retain important aspects of their sovereignty.
Today, the special "trust" status of the Indian tribes justifies federallegisla
tion that enables them to be granted special rights (e.g., tax exemptions,
health and education benefits, and freedom from state laws) and exempts
them from the prevailing legal norm of racial equality.' Yet, despite their
separate status, Indian people have been classified as American citizens
since 1924, and thus they are participants in American democracy along
with all other citizens.
The American Indian experience confirms Charles Taylor's belief that
human identity is formed "dialogically," in response to our relations with
others. 6 Thus, multicultural citizens often have "overlapping" group iden
tities; for example, a Navajo person is simultaneously "Navajo," "Ameri
can," and "Indian." This is what James Tully refers to as "the challenge of
intercultural citizenship, the idea that citizens are in cultural relations that
overlap, interact and are negotiated and reimagined."J Taylor asserts that
identity is what gives impetus to the stmggle for cultural recognition within
pluralistic societies. Because identity can be "formed or malformed through
the course of our contact with significant others," withholding recognition
to certain groups ~an in fact constitute a form of oppression.s Thus, Anglo
American society has tended to ignore the authentic identities of African
Americans and Native Americans and instead visit upon them demeaning
stereotypes of inferior, less civilized peoples. 9 These stereotypes have been
destructive of group identity and have been an obstacle to the human flour
ishing and development of African-Americans and Native Americans.
Group claims for recognition seek to overcome stereotypes and assert racial
or cultural identity as different than that of the dominant society.
As Taylor points out, however, there is a certain tension between the
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liberal principle of equality of citizenship, which carries with it the norm
of nondiscrimination, and the claims of cultural groups for recognition of
their unique identities. Taylor notes that contemporary group assertions of
cultural identity are premised on two rather different claims for recogni
tion-the principle of equal dignity of all citizens and the recognition of
cultural distinctiveness. D Thus, while the Constitution may protect the
rights of Indians as American citizens, it may not protect their rights as
tribal members. Indigenous identity may be suppressed within the domi
nant society's institutions, unless special protections are available.
Interculturalists ll assert that citizens have various "constitutional iden
tities" and that a just society would enable citizens to participate as they
are already culturally constitutedY This could mean an expansion of cur
rent legal and political institutions, the creation of new institutions founded
on a policy of inclusion, rather than exclusion or assimilation, or perhaps
recognition of special group rights. The latter approach is one that liberal
scholars such as Will Kymlicka have suggested as a solution to the prob
lems caused by cultural pluralism.
Indeed, Adeno Addis asserts that the issue of "cultural rights" has
become important because of the existence of cultural dominatiun.]) Ac
cording to Addis, there have been three main political responses to minor
ity groups: total negation, assimilation, and pluralism. To the extent that
separate groups are perceived as undermining or "negating" the majority
group or culture, they may be exterminated or removed. Historically, this
occurred with American Indian people, who were subjected to a genoci
dal series of "Indian wars," as well as federal "removal" policies designed
to uproot and destroy settled cultures, such as those of the Cherokee and
Choctaw peoples, who possessed their own courts and systems of laws at a
very early time. 14
Addis defines assimilation as the desire to "mold, to the extent possible,
the minority in the image of the dominant group, by requiring the minor
ity to learn the language of the majority, to follow the cultural practices of
the majority, and generally to adjust its social practices and rituals to con
form to those of the majority."l\ Assimilation was the predominant federal
Indian policy until the 1970s. In the late nineteenth century, the assimila
tion policy was responsible for forcible removal of Indian children to dis
tant boarding schools, where native languages were forbidden, and for
federal policies that criminalized practice of indigenous religions and cul
tural traditions and broke up collective tribal landholdings for individual
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ownership. In the 1950s, assimilation drove the federal "termination" leg
islation, designed to sever the trust relationship between tribes and the fed
eral government, sell off communal landholdings, and reduce Indians to
"equal citizenship." The assimilation policy was also responsible for the fed
eral relocation policy of the 1950s and 1960s, which was designed to entice
young Indians to relocate to urban centers and enter the mainstream work
force. Despite its destructive impact on Indian people, the assimilation pol
icy remained unquestioned by the dominant society until the 1970s, when
the federal government articulated the "self-determination" policy in
response to a burgeoning Native American activism.
The third response, pluralism, is the subject of this chapter. Addis de
fines pluralism as the view that "differences are to be celebrated rather than
feared," and that "development and democracy" need not be "incompatible
with the acknowledgment and celebration of differences."16 Yet substantive
approaches to pluralism may be inconsistent with those ideals. For example,
Addis points to the contemporary treatment of indigenous peoples in the
United States and Canada as examples of "paternalistic pluralism," where
the minority culture is protected from the dominant culture in the same way
that one would protect a "v'anishing species."17 Indigenous peoples are not
perceived as full partners in a dialogue but rather are seen as vulnerable peo
ple who must be protected from annihilation by the majority..
Addis compares "paternalistic pluralism" with "critical pluralism,"
asserting that only the latter does more than "protect" the minority.ls Crit
ical pluralism is committed to actively intervening to provide the resources
that will enable the minority culture to Hourish, and also to "developing
institutional structures that will enable the majority to open itself up to the
IT\inority, to accept the minoriry as a dialogue partner."19 According to
Addis, "Critical pluralism will adhere simultaneously to the politics of dif
ference and dialogue."2o In other words, critical pluralism, like the inter
culturalist position that Tully speaks of, affirms the separate constitutional
identities of multicultural citizens and encourages their equal participation
in the process of political dialogue.
Indigenous claims for group recognition comprise two distinct asser
tions. On the one hand, indigenous groups are attempting to preserve their
separate cultural identity. This struggle manifests itself in tribal efforts to
preserve and maintain land bases, reinvigorate tribal languages and cultural
institutions, and guard cultural resources against appropriation by outsiders.
On the other hand, indigenous groups are attempting ro gain recognition
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of their separate political identity and respect for tribal legal and political
institutions. They resist the thought that they are merely "equal citizens"
in American democracy. In some ways they are; but in other ways they are
tribal citizens in a separate political society that must coexist with and
within American democracy. This feature distinguishes indigenous peoples
from other minority groups that may press for recognition of their different
cultural identities, and may seek special rights to ensure equal political par
ticipation and representation but do not have a historical tradition of sep
arate governmental status. "Political pluralism" is a reality for American
Indians, despite the attempts of American courts and legislatures to under
mine tribal sovereignty by, for example, removing criminal jurisdiction over
non-Indians}\ and removing tribal zoning authority over certain lands
within the reservation under non-Indian ownershipY The two claims are
intimately connected, of course, and many Indian people feel that without
adequate recognition of their separate political status, "cultural survival" is
not a realistic possibility.B

Substantive Approaches to Cultural Pluralism
Several substantive approaches to cultural pluralism have been articulated,
both within the liberal tradition and from alternative approaches, such as
the "interculturalist" perspective.

Transcending Cultural Differences
Liberal, communitarian, and nationalist theorists have often argued that
group claims for cultural recognition are incompatible with essential norms;
for example, for liberals, the norms of cultural neutrality and equal citi
zenship; for nationalists, the norm of national integrity; and for communi
tarians, the value of a shared concept of communityH Thus, to the extent
that groups cannot be reasonably integrated or assimilated, and cultural dif
ferences transcended, then the group should perhaps secede. John Rawls,
for example, advocates a political conception of liberalism that can tran
scend individual cultural differences and give each citizen a common basis
to engage in rnutual democratic governance. 25 And Michael Walzer, writ
ing from a communitarian perspective, has indicated that while cultural
membership in a community is important in defining "shared meanings,"
we should not promote ethnic rights that will impede the final goal of
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"common citizenship."16 Under both approaches, "common citizenship" is
the ultimate goal of a stable and harmonious democracy composed of
diverse cultures, religions, and ethnic:iries, although Rawls's approach is
more consistent with mainstream liberal tradition.
Rawls's theory recognizes cultural diversity but seeks a "common
ground" among citizens~the "political conception of justice"-that can
overcome the fractious quarrels among citizens over whose comprehensive
conception of the good shall prevail. How do racial and ethnic minorities
fit into Rawls's theory? To the extent that these groups possess "reasonable"
comprehensive conceptions of the good, they may participate in the con
stitutional democracy. Their claims for disadvantage and oppression will be
dealt with at the political level according to basic principles of justice: the
equality principle, which asserts that every citizen has an "equal claim to a
fully adequate scheme of equal basic rights and liberties," and the difference
principle, which specifies when social and economic inequalities are per
missible-for example, when they would be to the "greatest benefit of the
least advantaged members of society."ll Members of racial and ethnic
minorities are considered "free and equal citizens" who share a mutual con
fidence in the political conception of justice, which is composed of "cer
tain fundamental ideas seen as implicit in the public political culture of a
democratic society."2s
Rawls's vision of modern constitutionalism represents a departure from
that of earlier liberal philosophers who held a vision of society as founded
upon the collective agreement of the people. For Rawls, the collective
agreement is found only within the hypothetical structure used to gener
ate the basic principles of justice. The "social contract," of course, is pure
fiction for all the diverse peoples now encompassed within contemporary
multicultural societies who had no voice and no role in the creation of the
constitution or institutions of government that currently wield power over
them. Nevertheless, contemporary theorists allege that this is a "just" sys
tem because culture is irrelevant. For example, under Rawls's theory, any
social actors behind a veil of ignorance and with the purpose of reaching
agreement on a uniform political association would have chosen the same
set of shared principles of justice. For Rawls, "Society's main institutions,
and their accepted forms of interpretation, are seen as a fund of implicitly
·shared ideas and principles. 1l29
The communitarian version of this historical conception of justice also
stresses the uniform agreement of social actors, although the emphasis shifts
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from individual actors to the community: "The people are seen as a com
munity bound together by an implicit and substantive common good and
a shared set of authoritative European institutions, manners and traditions
of interpretation. Within the horizons of these institutions and traditions,
they interpret and articulate the common gQod through public deliberation
and give it expression in a constitution."30
These liberal and communitarian approaches to pluralism are prob
lematic for indigenous peoples for several reasons. First, they are premised
on concepts of equal citizenship and neutrality that may not allow for the
coexistence of separate tribal governments which mayor may not be
founded on what Rawls would consider "reasonable conceptions of the
good." To the extent that tribes retain normatively divergent conceptions
of the good (and these are reflected in their political systems), the rela
tionship between indigenous peoples and the United States may be more
like that between foreign nations. In fact, indigenous peoples straddle a
unique position within the global politics of cultural recognition, which
contains aspects of both international and domestic multiculturalism.}l
Indigenous peoples are in many ways like international organizations, yet
they are also domestic minority groups. Liberal principles of tolera~ce sug
gest that cultural diversity should be respected within both the interna
tional and the domestic sphere, although apparently for different reasons. 32
Rawls's model of international pluralism may.be more appropriate for
indigenous groups than his model of domestic pluralism. In "The Law of
P~oples," Rawls takes the somewhat controversial position 33 that a liberal
law of peoples, justifying toleration, can be extended to certain "well
ordered hierarchical societies" provided. that the society meets three essen
tial requirements: (1) it respects the independence of other societies; (2) it
imposes moral duties and obligations on everyone within its borders; and
(3) it respects "basic human rights."J4 "Outlaw" regimes-those that disre
gard basic human rights-are disqualified from the reasonable community
of nations and thus do not merit toleration. The best relationship that lib
eral and hierarchical societies could establish with such a nation would be
a modus vivendi.}; To the extent that Indian nations represent what Rawls
considers hierarchical societies, they should enjoy respect (or at least tol
eration) from the majority society.J6
Second, these traditional liberal and communitarian approaches to plu
ralism are premised on the idea that the claims .and interests of all citizens
can be adjudicated in a political structure that is composed of Western
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European institutions and concepts. Tully, however, points out that the dis
tinctive group claims of indigenous people may be lost when they are forced
to be adjudicated according to the "common language of constitutional
ism" and framed in tetms of "popular sovereignty, people, self-govemment,
citizen, agreement, rule of law, rights, equality, recognition and nation."J?
Thus, for example, Western nation-states have developed the criteria used
to deny status to American Indian tribes as "peoples," thus failing to rec
ognize their claims for "self-determination."
Finally, these approaches subordinate the importance to indigenous peo
ples of tribal citizenship, according to their own values and norms, in an
effort to promote the paramount importance of "universal" or "common"
citizenship. Philosopher Steven Rockefeller, for example, claims that "our
universal identity as human beings is our primary identity and is more fun
damental than any particular identity, whether it be a matter of citizenship,
gender, race, or ethnic origin."J8 To the extent that political theory dismisses
the uni4ue claims of groups for cultural recognition and asserts that they
should place primary value on their "universal" identity, it engages in the
same "color-blind" ideology that has often disadvantaged cultural groups
and fostered a norm based on Eur~pean values. In short, these perspectives
continue a European tradition of cultural dominance and represent an
assimilationist approach to cultural pluralism. J9

Reconciling Group Claims Within Liberalism
A second response has been to argue that many group claims can be
encompassed within prevailing norms because "the recognition and pro
tection of cultures is a necessary condition of some of the primary goods
that libe~als, nationalists and communitarians seek to realise."4C Under this
approach, the challenge is to come up with a theory of minority rights that
will be normatively consistent with one of these major traditions. Will
Kymlicka, for example, asserts that it is best to defend minority rights with
in the liberal tradition because nonliberal arguments are quite controver
sial, both legally and morally, and because, practically speaking, judges and
policy makers have the power to determine indigenous rights, aRd they
need to perceive these rights as being consistent with liberalism. 41
Kymlicka acknowledges the problems that liberalism faces in trying to
conceive of collective rights. As he points out, because the community,
unlike the individual, is not a "self-originating source of valid claims," once
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"individuals have been treated as equals, with the respect and concern owed
to them as moral beings, there is no further obligation to treat the com
munities to which they belong as equals."4z However, Kymlicka reconciks
minority rights with liberalism by treating cultural membership as "an
important good" and by recognizing that members of minority cultural com
munities may face particular disadvantages with respect to the good of cul
tural membership that may "justify the provision of minority rights."43
Kymlicka theorizes that the cultural community provides a "context of
choice" within which individuals can pursue their conceptions of the good
life. 44 He claims that liberal values require both individual freedom of
choice and a secure cultural context from which individuals can make their
choices. 45 So, for example, because minority groups are vulnerable to the
actions of the dominant society, an Indian tribe's claim for preservation of
an ancestral site from development might not be respected with.out accord
ing the group some right to secure their "freedom of choice" to pursue
indigenous religious traditions. 46
Significantly, Kymlicka's theory would provide minority groups with suf
ficient rights to prevent forcible assimilation by external forces, but it would
not quarrel with the idea that a minority group could itself change its cul
ture to approximate the dominant society. Kymlicka asserts that "rather than
subsidizing or privileging their choices, the special measures demanded by
. aboriginal people serve to correct an advantage that non-aboriginal people
have before anyone makes their choices."47 In fact, Kymlicka supports max
imum autonomy of tribal members and asserts that his theory would not sup
port actions of a tribal government attempting to bar outside religions from
the reservation in order to protect an ancestral theocracy.4s Kymlicka
believes that it is important for tribal members to have the right to choose
which conception of the good to adopt, whether ancestral or not.
Kymlicka's theory promises to reconcile indigenous rights with liberal
ism by demonstrating that without some concept of special rights, indige
nous peoples will continue to suffer injustice at the hands of the dominant
society. Kymlicka's theory, however, is only responsive to unfair treatment
by the majority society that threatens to compromise the ability of tribal
members to make individual life choices. In that sense, it is akin to the
"paternalistiC pluralism" that Addis speaks of, in that it seems not to take
account of indigenous peoples as full partners i.n a political dialogue.
Kymlicka's theory does not include a coherent account of tribal sover
eignty. Indeed, Kymlicka queries whether most indigenous people would
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even qualify as "sovereign or self-determining peoples under international
law," asserting that most should use a "liberal defence of minority rights"
instead. 49 He thus uses the "common language of constitutionalism," which
stcms from European tradition, to disenfranchise indigenous people of their
separate political claims. Kymlicka's theory also fails to address the needs
of indigenous people for cultural survival. As Charles Taylor notes, "Kym
licka's reasoning is valid (perhaps) for existing people who find themselves
trapped within a culture under pressure, and can flourish within it or not
at all. But it doesn't justify measures designed to ensure survival through
indefinite future generations."5o
Kymlicka's interpretation of liberalism "protects the right to a cultural
context but not to a particular culture."'1 in comparison, Margalit and Hal
bertal advocates a "right to culture," which would grant cultural groups the
right to practice and maintain thcir own unique traditions, regardless of
whether these traditions conflict with liberal normsY According to Mar
galit and Halbertal, the liberal state's duty of neutrality extends only to the
dominant culture, which is capable of taking care of itself: "The state is
obligated to abjure its neutrality ... in order to make it possible for mem
bers of minority groups to retain their identity."5l Under this view, the con
cept of culture is coextensive with a "comprehensive way of life," and the
state has an affirmative duty to ensure that groups are able to flourish
within their own particularist cultures so long as this would not unduly
intrude upon the fundamental rights of others.
The Interculturalist Approach to Multicultural Constitutionalism
Although Margalit and Halbertal argue that a "right to culture" is not nec
essarily inconsistent with liberal norms, alternative schools of interpreta
tion, such as postmodernism, cultural feminism, and interculturalism, argue
that the diverse demands of groups for cultural recognition cannot receive
justice under the "authoritarian" traditions because their demands are in
fact a challenge to the European male hegemony of these three traditions
and "their shared language of constitutional recognition."54 Tully's inter
culturalist position, for example, affirms cultural diversity and challenges
the norm of uniformity that is so much a part of the liberal commitment to
a unitary legal aJ:!.d political order, pointing to a need for a "diverse" feder
ation that recognizes and accommodates citizens in the ways that they are
already culturally constitutcd.""
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Under Tully's theory, multicultural constitutionalism is a "form of activ
ity, an intercultural dialogue in which the culturally diverse sovereign cit
izens of contemporary societies negotiate agreements on their forms of
association over time in accordance with the three conventions of mutual
recognition, consent, and cultural continuity."56 In this respect, Tully's the
ory is responsive to Addis's call for a "critical pluralism" that would recog
nize cultural groups as equal partners in a dialogue. Such a dialogue enables
cultural groups to participate on their own terms instead of being forced to
articulate their claims under the dominant society's institutions and con
ceptual framework.
Tully points out that modem constitutionalism developed around two
main forms of recognition: the equality of independent, self-governing
nation-states and the equality of citizens. 57 To the extent that cultural groups
within a unified nation-state assert separate status and distinctiveness, they
violate these forms of recognition. Thus, internationally, indigenous people
have faced an uphill battle in gaining recognition as nations. However, inter
nally, their claims to distinctive status within domestic society have faced the
liberal roadblocks of equality and neutrality. Thus, Tully's interculturalist
approach would presumably recognize indigenous people within the consti
tutional system as they are actually situated-as separate nations within
another nation. This suggests that indigenous claims for sovereignty would
be recognized; however, Tully cites some cases that raise questions about this.
Tully discusses how conflicting claims to cultural recognition involving
indigenous groups have been adjudicated by courts concerned about apply
ing rights in such a way as to not discriminate against citizens' "identity
related differences" that are "worthy of protection."58 In a conflict between
Indian and non-Indian fishing rights, for example, the court found that
"fishing a specific body of coastal water is constitutive of the cultural iden
tity of the Aboriginal Musqueam nation" in a way that is not for t~e non
Indian commercial fishers. 59 Thus, although the court concluded that both
groups were limited by conservation goals, it found that their respective
rights could be limited "differentially" to account for the distinctive mean
ing to the Indian tribe. 60
In another case, a court adjudicated a claim by the Coast Salish nation
that it had the collective right to force one of its members to participate in
a spirit dance and to punish the member for a failure to do SO.61 In this case,
the court found that the spirit dance and tribal action to force a member
to participate were not central features of the Salish way of life. Therefore,
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the group claim "to involuntarily initiate participants into the Spirit
Dance" could not overcome the individual members' rights to be protected
from assault, battery, and false imprisonment. 62
In both the Musqueam case and the Salish case, a Euro-American court
system undertook the task of deciding what is a "central feature" of tribal
life. In the Musqueam case, this inquiry appears essential to adjudicating
the rights of Indian and non- Indian fishermen to a common resource in a
way that serves the diverse interests of each group. Arguably, a fair alloca
tion of the resource would be impossible without acknowledging the dis
tinctive cultural value of the fish resource to the Native fisherman. This is
an example of the use of cultural differences to achieve equity among
diverse groups in a pluralistic society.
In comparison, the Salish case involves a purely internal tribal matter
in which a Euro-American court attempts to adjudicate the respective rights
of tribal members under tribal law according to European norms of ap
propriate conduct. It is unclear whether a Euro-American court system has
the authority to determine what features of tribal life are "central" enough
to justify specific tribal governmental policies toward tribal members. As the
United States Supreme Court noted in Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, issues
. of internal tribal life are beyond the competence of Euro-American court
systems and are better left to the tribal courts to adjudicate. 63
Tully appears to accept the legitimacy of each court's action, suggesting
that the interculturalist theory supports tribal rights to engage in cultural
practices when this is necessary to the continuity of tribal life and does not
infringe on the individual rights of the members. Recognition of tribal sov
ereignty, therefore, is conditional rather than presumptive. In this sense,
Tully's approach is similar to that of liberal theorbts who are willing to tol
erate cultural pluralism-so long as it does not offend individual rights. 64 In
fact, some Indian nations might query whether the interculturalist approach
is in fact better than the recognition that they receive under the Ameri
can constitutional system, which acknowledges their separate government
status and treats them as exceptions to basic liberal guarantees of equality of
citizenship.6;

Indigenous Rights and Democracy: Some Concluding Thoughts
Can the American constitutional tradition encompass the claims of Indian
nations for recognition of their separate cultural and political identity?
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According to Addis's vision of critical pluralism, ethnic minorities must
be provided with resources to enable them to affirm and nurture their cul
tures, and there must be institutional means that would enable the minor
ity to engage the majority in a multicultural dialogue. Addis notes that the
rights necessary to ensure cultural survival will vary from group to group,
thus suggesting that indigenous claims for land and political sovereignty
must be recognized, although other cultural groups may not be entitled to
the same rights. 66
Although indigenous nations share some commonality with interna
tional governments, American constitutional tradition requires American
Indian tribes to assert their sovereignty as "domestic dependent nations,"
in other words, as separate governments within the domestic sphere. 67 Yet
many contemporary scholars assert that international law is better able to
provide indigenous peoples with the necessary recognition for their col
lective rights to cultural surviva1. 6B Indeed, indigenous peoples currently
seek recognition of their status as "peoples" entitled to rights of self
determination under international law. As Robert Clinton notes, because
indigenous peoples lack structural or political guarantees to enforce their
group rights to land, culture, religion, and political autonomy, they require
special legal protection. 69 Thus far, the domestic constitutional limits that
protect states from overreaching federal power have not assisted tribes. And
tribes remain vulnerable to [he majority political process, as the recent
Mount Graham controversy in Arizona illustrates. 70
But what form should indigenous rights take, and are such rights con
sistent with the liberal principles that underlie American constitutional
democracy? The strong concept of collective rights embodied in interna
tionallaw documents such as the Draft United :\lations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples 71 may indeed be more protective of indige
nous cultural survival than domestic law and would also be consistent with
modern human rights law, as well as certain other liberal conceptions of
rights. For example, Kymlicka argues for "community-specific" rights as a
way of protecting a minority group against unfair actions by the majority
society and claims that these rights are consistent with liberalism because
they are based on the primary good of cultural membership.72 Margalit and
Halbertal assert that because a "way of life" is an attribute of a group, "the
right to maintain it seems prima facie available only to a collective and not
to inctividuals."7J And John Harbison, arg~ing for a collective right to terri
torial sovereignty for Native Americans, claims that while tribal sovereignty
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may threaten the liberal commitment to equality of citizenship, it is com
patible with a version of liberalism dedicated to the flourishing of cultures. 14
It is not clear that indigenous rights to cultural survival fit into Amer
ican constitutional democracy as it presently exists. 75 America's conception
of democracy may need to be retooled to encompass indigenous claims for
self-determination. This is not to suggest that all minority cultural groups
are entitled to rights of self-government and self-determination. 76 Indige
nous groups are clearly a special case because of their unique historical and
legal status. Building on this status, Robert Williams has advocated a return
to principles of treaty constitutionalism, which recognized the mutually co
existing sovereignty of the Indian nations and the European nations, to
govern domestic constitutional interactions. 77 Tully agrees, finding the basis
for a new multicultural constitutionalism in these Indian treaties, which
were based on principles of mutual recognition, cultural continuity, and
consent.
American democracy cannot ignore the impacts of colonialism on
indigenous peoples, nor can it deny recognition to indigenous claims for
political autonomy and cultural survivaL Perhaps the government does
not have an obligation to ensure cultural survival for every group.78 How
ever, indigenous peoples are not in the same constitutional position as
other cultural groups. They are separate nations that entered into a treaty
relationship with the United States and continue to reside on ancestral
lands. American democracy should recognize this unique status instead of
maintaining "a comprehensive, monolithic conception of shared identity
and citizenship."79 Indigenous group survival depends on the recognition
of difference.
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